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Activities
Club

HP Zwift training

The Zwift rides will take place every
Monday at 18.00, from 6 April onwards

Normally the trainings would have started
today. Not this year. Biking outside is still
possible, but you can also join a
Hellingproof social ride on Zwift, the
online cycling platform. To do this, you
need to have Zwift, an indoor trainer and
a laptop. If you don’t have a trainer yet,
scroll down to Schmidt’s bike review. If
you have the 3 above mentioned things,
follow Jetze (van Heelsum) on Zwift, and
you will get an invitation for a social ride.

every Monday at 18.00

Other activities
28 March Posbank ride Mercurius
4 April HP MTB activity
5 April Ronde van Vlaanderen
ride + watching together
10-13 April Trainingsweekend
18 April Studentencup
Wageningen

Skype board meeting
The Hellingproof board also suffers from
the Corona virus. Last week we had the
first? Hellingproof board meeting in
history via Skype. It was a bit different than
normal, however, everyone was still eating
during the meeting. Levien was even
finishing his Swapfiets jobs while meeting
to illustrate the flexibility of a Hellingproof
board member. We discussed on how to
deal with the situation as an association
and what to do with the activities. If we can
do activities later, we keep you updated.

Cancelled activities

Fiesta de la Vuelta

In our last mail we still had the hope to
organize our training weekend in
Germany, our Studentcup Wageningen
and to participate in the Batavierenrace.
Unfortunately, the Corona situation got
worse in the country, so we had no other
choice to cancel these events too. At this
moment, it looks like all activities
(including trainings) until at least 1 July
cannot take place. Depending on the
developments, we will discover the
possibilities to find alternative dates for
some activities later this summer or
autumn.

Until so far, the Vuelta will still take place
as normal. This year the start will be in
Utrecht, and the riders will also go over the
Amerongse berg. USWV De Domrenner
organizes a Vuelta festival, the Fiesta de la
Vuelta, on the 15th of August. The idea:
biking to Utrecht and watching the TTT, a
sleep-over at Utrecht Science park,
enjoying the festival on the 15th and
watching the finish of the 2nd stage. After
the finish it will be time to bike back home.
Do you think this sounds like a nice plan
for the neo-Corona time? Sign up at
https://forms.gle/UaJpwwws8zQY1nWT8

CLothes

6 April Hellingproof Zwift training,

2 May Batavierenrace
3 May Studentcup Enschede
9 May Studentcup Amsterdam
17 May Studentcup Masstricht
Black hole
Black hole
Black hole
Black hole
Black hole
14 & 15 August Fiesta de la Vuelta
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Corona is ribbedebie
-Editorial by TalisOne month ago I thought to start this newsletter with
announcements about our April cycling month activities.
As you may have seen on our calendar, a lot of nice things
were ahead of us. We were gearing up for a new cycling
season, however the Corona virus did had bigger gears.
Its attack was highly fascinating. Michel Wuyts would
have described it as ribbedebie. Hopefully the medical
peloton will chase it down before the finish line. The only
thing we can do as cyclists is to adept. To adept to a new
reality. A reality without group rides, trainings, own
races, races on television, activities and meeting each
other. It will be a bit strange sometimes, but we will
survive this period that will end up in history books. In
this newsletter we inform you about the things that have
been, the things that are happening right now and the
things that will be ahead of us. The bike wheel is still
shining on the horizon, sometimes it is just not visible,
but it’s there.
Stay healthy, be wise and keep up the good hope.

Heel Hellingproof
synthesis

bakt-

the

Early March Heel Hellingproof Bakt took place, the
baking contest for Hellingprofs. The theme of this year
was “Spring classics”. At least we had our spring classics
this year, although we ate them. A nice collection of pies
was presented to the jury consisting of Tjalle, Jetze and
Bas. They took their job very serious and ate a piece of all
“Spring classics”. They even did a real crunch test with a
microphone, they were so professional. The pies were
presented in the same order as the spring classics
calendar (the original one), to start with the Omloop and
to end with the Tour of Flanders. Unfortunately everyone
forgot the Ardennes classics.

scored well on the crunch test, however the plumb
cobbles were a bit tough and it was not ideal to eat during
a race as the jury concluded. The creature of Ingmar could
be described with one word: butter. Or maybe two: butter
and sugar. It was a hard cobblestone to eat, however, this
pie could be practical to grease your bike chain. The
Spring pie of Els looked good according to the jury, and
contained Belgium chocolate and a double bottom.
Despite this bottom, it failed for the crunch test. The Tour
of Flanders pie of Talis was symbolic with its black hole
and nice story around it. The chocolate parts were the
best according to the jury, however “it extracted all
moisture out of my mouth” a jury member said.

Some examples of “Spring classics”
After presenting all creation, it was time to vote. The
public could give their top three, while the jury was also
in discussion. In the end, the moment was there. The
results were announced by the jury. Els managed to take
her second win in her career and received the prestigious
Heel Hellingproof Bakt baking skirt. After the ceremonial
part, Alger dropped in with his pie, so this was a bit too
late to join the competition unfortunately, but his pie also
received some jury testing results. His Frisian classic with
the cliffs of Oudemirdum had potential, however failed
for the crunch test. Nevertheless, it was a tasty pie.
The results: (the lowest number is the best)
1. Els
3
2. Talis
8
3. Onno
8
4. Sterre
13
5. Ingmar
15
6. Susan
16
7. Martijn
21 (even without a pie!)
8. Ehlana
24
9. Gijs
69 (also without a pie!)
10. Alger
DNS

The jury enjoying their cakes
However, the jury comments were also strict. After a look
in their notes, they observed for example that Onno’s
Taarte Bianche was not white, however they liked the
Greek yoghurt and the fruits. Sterre’s Ster van Zwolle pie
was described as bittersweet with a lot of citrus tints,
while Ehlana’s carrot cake was judged as a tough
cobblestone. Another cobblestone, the cake of Susan

Els with her winning pie and skirt

Our Job in Norway

New material box

Artic cycling by Job Hermans
For my exchange I decided to go to Northern Norway, to
the town of Bodø. The town is approximately the same
size as Wageningen. In the beginning of march my bike
finally arrived and I was able to go out biking.
Getting tired of only indoor training, I went out with my
bike for the first ride, wearing more layers than I ever had
before. It was one of the “warmer” days, but everything
was still frozen. All the roads have a layer of compacted
frozen snow, due to the constant traffic & not using salt.
This can be very slippery, therefore most Norwegian
winter cyclists use studded tires. These tires have iron
pins in them so they can get better grip in snow and ice.
Unfortunately for me, those tires were a bit too expensive.
So, I had to do it with my cyclocross tires. I noticed
immediately that I didn’t have a lot of grip, after letting
some air out of the tube it got way better. Slowly making
my way down the street, I noticed places where the ice
got crushed and formed some sort of slush. This slowed
me even more down, the slush acted like loose sand, and
was even a bit more slippery. There was no other option
but riding around these spots or walking. I also made the
mistake of riding through some water puddles. I came to
regret this soon, because of the cold temperatures, wet
socks tend to get frozen… Eventually I got back home
with a whopping 15 km/h average! That’s some serious
speed 😉
I did another ride a week later, with blue skies and not
much ice on the road. But looks may be deceiving… After
some 20 km I felt confident and started to go a bit faster.
However, sometimes the ice is almost impossible to see,
and before I started to notice, my bike just slipped out
under me, resulting in a 25-meter power slide. Luckily,
crashing on ice is way nicer than dry tarmac, with no torn
clothes or broken stuff I could continue, a very nice way
of crashing!
The lesson to take home from this is, if you crash, crash
on ice 😉

We proudly present you our new material box to fix
bikes. We experienced some Hellingprofs are asking each
other for borrowing specific bike tools. We, thought it
would be a great idea to have a material boxed owned by
Hellingproof, so you, the members, can use the tools. A
small grab of the content:
- Tools to change your chain
- Tools to change your cassette
- Tool to change your pedals
- Tools to clean your bike and chain
- Cable cutter
- Crank tools
- Bottom bracket tools
- Bearing cup removal tools
- Disc brake bleeding kit

Some nice snow pics from Job’s adventures

This toolbox will be available as a complete kit, to prevent
loosing tools. So we prefer not to give single tools to
members. If you want to borrow this beautiful tool box to
repair your bike in this time without competition, mail to
wielrenners.wageningen@gmail.nl.

Schmidt’s bike advice
Today we are covering the subject of indoor cycling. A
controversial topic for sure. With some cyclist believing
cycling should only be done outdoors, and every time
you choose to stay indoors for your training you should
not be counting it as a ride. Now I’m personally of the
opinion that indoor cycling can be a great source of high
intensity time efficient training. You could set up your
trainer, pick a training that you like, do the actual training
and have a shower afterwards within one and a half hour.
With the current happenings going on, some of you
might be considering replacing some of your outdoor
rides with indoor activities. Here are some good things to
know before you start your indoor cycling buying spree!
Let’s start off with the most important thing, the indoor
trainer itself. There are two main types, the direct drive
and the wheel-on drive. The direct drive trainers tend to
be quite a bit more expensive than the wheel-on trainers,
so we won’t be discussing them because we are all poor
students ☹.

Boeing 747 inside your room. Also have a look if you can
buy one second hand to save some money.
Although I may not have reviewed anything, I hope that
you are a bit wiser on the subject of indoor trainers. Of
course, there are many ways to stay fit indoors, but if you
love sweating as much as I do, an indoor trainer might be
something for you!

Using Zwift is not always easy to explain to others……
*Disclaimer: This bike advice can contain some traces of
sarcasm (however minimal this time). Using this valuable
advice is on your own risk *

KNWU advice on outside biking
Some examples of wheel-on trainers from HP members
There are some things you have to keep in mind when
looking at on-wheel drive trainers, the first, and most
important thing is the way of setting the resistance on the
trainer. There are again two types: Smart trainers and not
so smart trainers (we shouldn’t call them dumb or they
might get offended). These smart (or interactive) trainers
can connect to your pc and change the resistance
depending on the gradient and other conditions if you’re
using a program like Zwift for example. This will
enhance the emersion of your indoor experience greatly
and is a great tool to not get bored if you want to train for
longer hours at the time. If you’re just looking for a way
to keep your fitness, a “not so smart” trainer is more than
enough. There are many video’s on YouTube that you can
follow to get a great exercise in, or you can just watch
your favourite Netflix series to pass the time. Not all
trainers are created equally though. If you’re looking for
a trainer, look for a magnetic brake or fluid brake trainer
instead of a wind resistance trainer. This will prevent
your roommates from thinking that you’re trying to fly a

As a cycling association we are following the rules of the
government, the RIVM, WUR and KNWU. Therefore, we
don’t have cycling trainings or any outside activities until
June probably. The KNWU is the cycling union of all
Dutch cycling associations, and they wrote down some
rules for biking outside nowadays. We hope you will take
your responsibility and follow those rules.
In general, it’s best to stay at home as much as possible,
but if you do go cycling, take these points into account:
- #ridesolo: ride alone (or max. with 2) and keep
1,5 meter distance
- Do not empty your nose on the street
- Limit heavy trainings. It will influence your
immune system, and there is also nothing to train
for;)
- Don’t do crazy stuff on your bike like wheelies
- Pay attention to your personal health
- Be wise. Cycling is the most beautiful sport on
the planet, but our collective health is more
important.

How to survive these days
Do useful things you always wanted to do
- Drink Corona beer
- Climb the Holleweg 42 times (ask Gijs for tips, or
just scroll down a bit)
- Try to connect your indoor bike to a dynamo, and
try to generate enough power to watch a movie
while cycling!
Watch cycling on television (Huh? But there are no
races? How? )
- Sporza broadcasts retro editions of the classics on
television! A few days before you can vote on
their website for the edition you want to see.
They already did the E3 Harelbeke of 2005 with
a young Tom Boonen, and Sunday you can watch
the legendary windy Gent-Wevelgem of 2015
again.
- If you like it to watch cycling related things, the
website https://wielrennen24.nl/ of the Het is
Koers platform has a wide variety of nice cycling
documentaries. Examples are the documentary
of Bau and Lau, Behind the scenes of the Tour of
Flanders and the Night of Rasmussen.
Read a book!
- Of course there are a lot of cycling related books.
Some tips of the Hellingproof board:
-

-

Ehlana: Mijn gevecht, by Thomas Dekker and
Thijs Zonneveld. “Het moest altijd meer, het
werd altijd later en hij werd steeds grenzelozer.”
If you like/ watched all those shocking, exciting,
this-has-really-happened Netflix documentaries
I would recommend you to read “Mijn gevecht”.
The book is about former prof-cyclist Thomas
Dekker and all the doping he and other cyclist
used back in the days. It is easy to read, shocking,
and reads more like a thriller than an autobiography.
Talis: The Climb, by Chris Froome and David
Walsh. Another biography, but a special one. I
know not everyone likes Chris Froome, but his
story is highly fascinating. The book starts in his
childhood how he grew up in Kenia and South
Africa, and ends being a multiple Tour de France
winner. It’s full of nice anecdotes about the
struggle of a British - African boy on his way to
the cycling top. In my case, this book really
helped to find more sympathy for Froome.
Besides that, it is just a nice feel-good story,
perfect for these days.

-

Praat Maar Vol, Jongens! By Michel Wuyts and
José de Cauwer. This book is unique. Everyone in
the Netherlands and Belgium knows the
legendary commentary of Michel and José on
cycling races. Well, some Belgians thought it
would be a nice idea to publish the full 6 hour
broadcast of the 2016 Olympic road race in book
form. It’s literally everything they said during
the race. This race was won by the Belgian rider
Greg van Avermaet, so it contains some
enthusiastic phrase like the already iconic
“Geven!, Jassen!, Vlassen!, EN OLYMISCH
GOUD!”Fun fact, the book has no page numbers,
but on every page it says how much kilometre it
is to the finish line.

Axi looking for new members
Despite this period without Hellingproof activities, the
Axi (the activity committee) is looking for new members.
Some of the current members will go abroad in the
coming months (hopefully), so some fresh blood is
welcome! Do you like to organize activities like Heel
Hellingproof Bakt, a training weekend abroad, the
introduction weekend or a barbeque? Don’t hesitate to
contact us via wielrenners.wageningen@gmail.nl

EatMyRide pionieers asked
Hellingproof has been asked to help looking for cyclists
that are willing to test the app EatMyRide, a new app
about nutrition for cyclists. The developers would like to
try this first for a academic crowd, like Hellingproof.
The EatMyRide
app enables you
to predict your
nutrition
planning during
every
cycling
activity.
You
only need to
select your route
or distance and
select
your
favorite snacks and the app will create a personalized
nutrition plan for you. This plan can be shown on Garmin
devices during activity.
EatMyRide will be released in appstore soon for iPhone
and Android, but you can become beta user. Sign up by
mailing your Apple/Google ID to info@eatmyride.com
and a download link will be send to you.

Gijs is crazy

A handlebar taping contest between Bas and Pieter
After the general part, it was possible to get a quick check
up of our own bikes by Pieter. Some small reparations
and adjustments were made and questions being
answered. At the end all bikes were fixed, and all
Hellingprofs were filled with the tasty snacks which the
MeisCie provided.

No words needed
Okay, maybe a few. There are some options why Gijs
could have done this brilliant ride.
Option 1. He read the newsletter of last November
carefully, in which it was stated that climbing the
Wageningen Hill 57 times would be enough to get 1000
altitude meters. He only gave up at 42 times for some
reason.
Option 2. Gijs is a very responsible guy and he is
following the news these days. He heard the advice from
the Belgium government to stay within 2 kilometres of
your house to prevent virus spread, and thought, that’s a
good idea. Let’s take my responsibility.
Option 3. Gijs suffers from cycling dementia. If he is
biking somewhere, he instantly forgets what he did. So
he thought 42 times, hey, let’s climb the Holleweg.
Option 4. Gijs is a beast
Option 5. See title

The MeisCie material evening
On the 11th of March, it was time for the MeisCie material
evening at Scholma Racefietsen. A nice group of fanatic
cyclists came to the workshop of mechanic Pieter with
their racing bikes. A Hellingproof borrowing bike was
used as a study object to learn the bike language. Pieter
explained the basic things of bike maintenance, which
was very useful with the spring starting to begin.

Hellingprofs learning the bike language
Although the cycling season did not started very
spectacular, it is still handy to keep your bike in a good
shape. If you want to make an appointment with Pieter
of Scholma Racefietsen, you can email to
Scholmaracefietsen@hotmail.com.

SWN looking for board members
As a board member of SWN you represent the interests
of ten student cycling associations in the Netherlands.
The SWN has a partnership with the KNWU, which
means the student cycling associations can get a free
KNWU membership, however this requires some input
from the association in which you are an important
factor. The SWN coordinates the yearly studentcups, so a
board member you will make the calendar and keep track
on the classifications. The SWN is also there to answer
questions from the association boards about activities,
problems or races. Any experience in a commission or
board is useful, but not per se required for this function.
Joining the SWN board is a nice way to make contacts
and, of course it looks nice on your CV! Interested? Please
email to studentenwielersport@hotmail.com .

Life from the gutter (gu’ah)

– An

insight in the adventures of the amateur team
We (the amateur team) started this segment in the cycling
mail to share our adventures as amateur cyclists with our
fellow Hellingprofs. After every race each rider would
usually have hundreds of different stories to tell about
that one corner where someone cut you off, or how well
you were positioned for the sprint but you were in the
wrong gear, or the fifty different excuses for why you
weren't in the breakaway etc. Anyway, we thought it
wouldn't be a problem to write a short story about our
adventures every month. Unfortunately all races for the
foreseeable future have been cancelled, so we don't have
any heroic stories about cross winds, crashes and race
wins.
Every time that we went out for an endurance ride in the
cold and wet Dutch winter we told ourselves, 'this ride
will be the base for a solid racing season'. However, it
turned out that all the hard work was for nothing. If we
would have started our base training today we would
still have plenty of time to get in shape before the races
start. Maybe we should not be complaining about doing
our long endurance rides in the sunny spring instead of
the wet winter. However, as some of you may have
realised by now, complaining about how everything
didn't work out like you imagined, is an essential part of
being an amateur cyclist.

1).The mysterious legs of last edition.
This was a tricky one, since these legs still have their
winter hairs. Are these the legs of Roeland? Are they from
Jesper? Like some of you thought? Just two people made
a right guess about these legs, namely Robin and Sonja.
So, as you may remember, the legs of Sonja already
appeared in a newsletter, so these are the sprinters legs of
Robin!

Hellingproffers are leg lovers
It is well-known cyclists are leg lovers. So does
Hellingproof people. Legs are always a popular topic for
cyclists to discuss. Maybe that’s because they are the
weapon of the cyclist. The machine. The source of power.
Their pride. But how well do you know the legs of your
fellow Hellingprofs? Don’t be ashamed, it’s not that
weird to look at the legs of cyclists, as it is their pride.
During the last couple of weeks, two pairs of legs were a
highly discussed topic amongst Hellingprofs. Many
people filled in the online form to send in their answer. It
was clear that not all Hellingprofs were watching each
other’s legs very well during the season.
The legs of last month:

2). The second pair of mystery legs
The second pair of legs was even more difficult. It is the
first time in the history of this Hellingproffers are
leglovers rubric where no one found the good answer.
Some of you thought this was Jeroen, some of you
thought it’s Roeland (the most chosen answer on all legs
of all newsletters, male or female legs) , Job was also
guessed, even as Jetze. However, these are the legs of
Tjalle! Well done Tjalle, your legs are truly mysterious.
The legs of other Hellingprofs will stay mysterious, since
this is (for the time being) the last pair of legs.

Fucked up photograph
As the Dutch saying goes, standing still is going
backwards, so it’s time for a new rubric in this newsletter.
The fucked up photograph shows a picture with
potential, however, your editor experimented a bit with
his photo editing skills. He never read the “photo editing
for dummies”, so these are his masterpieces:

Because there is space left and
you don’t have anything to do
The people of Het is Koers made this nice cyclist
emoticon quiz, so every number is one rider from current
times or from the past. Next month we will present you
the answers. If you are really motivated, you can send
your answers to wielrenners.wageningen@gmail.com
and earn an honoured mention in the next newsletter,
other while just do it for fun.

1.) Through the lens of a photographer on LSD

2.) Let is snow, let it snow, let it snow
So, do you recognize Hellingprofs on these two pictures?
The first one is a bit LSD- ish, the second one was made
in a snowstorm. Fill in your answers in
https://nl.surveymonkey.com/r/NSWSD8J and become
the Fucked Up Photograph Recognizer of the month!

Stories wanted!
The next newsletter will appear in a month already! If
you have anything to contribute like a nice story, tips on
how to survive these days, some news or just something
random you want to share so you will get attention in
these
lonely
days,
please
send
it
to
wielrenners.wageningen@gmail.nl

